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After rolling on the ground for a bit, it found that it was unable to put out the flames. 

It turned its hands into blades and sliced off all the parts that were burning. 

The black flames quickly burned away the parts it sliced off. 

Very quickly, the grey Man Killer Fiend regenerated those parts. 

A clear female voice came. 

“Ah? How interesting, so you can use such a method to get rid of my flames” 

Anna looked at the monster in surprise. 

“What do we do with this thing? Kill it?” she asked Gu Qing Shan. 

“Wait for a bit” Gu Qing Shan said. 

He climbed down the hole, grabbed Ye Fei Li and shoved the content of a glass bottle into his mouth. 

“What is it ——–hm?” Ye Fei Li asked while breathing heavily. 

Then he suddenly went silent. 

“Ahhh———-“ he started to scream again, curling into a ball while covering himself up with his wings. 

A few seconds. 

His wings opened up, Ye Fei Li flew up while screeching. 

“I can finally hear it!” 

“I hear your voices!” 

He looked around, as if it was his first time looking at this world. 

“But then… who are you?” 

He shouted and asked such a thing. 

Gu Qing Shan frowned and asked: “What do you hear?” 

Ye Fei Li’s face was full of confusion, muttering: “I can hear, the world itself screaming” 

He went on: “As the strongest Man Killer Fiend, the world has given me a God’s Chosen Skill to let me 

hear the truth” 

Gu Qing Shan was quite shocked. 

That sounds a lot like a Mystic-type God’s Chosen Skill awakening. 

Did we just randomly succeed just like that? 



After drinking the God’s Chosen Awakening Serum, Ye Fei Li really did finish his evolution and received a 

God’s Chosen Skill. 

Then, what kind of Skill does the strongest Man Killer Fiend awaken to? 

God’s Chosen Skills already don’t make any sense, and Mystic-type God’s Chosen Skills can’t even be 

measured properly with a scale. 

Gu Qing Shan spoke in a low voice: “What are you hearing? Tell me!” 

Ye Fei Li’s red eyes became blank, muttering: “Something is complaining, there are too few participants, 

they need to pay a heavy price to make sure the world’s corrosion become faster” 

Anna who was listening on the side unconsciously gasped. 

Gu Qing Shan also went silent. 

That sounds like it has a lot to do with the Game of Eternal. 

If Ye Fei Li has really awoken to a Mystic-type God’s Chosen Skill that allows him to hear otherworldly 

voices, then what he said just now was very intriguing indeed. 

The Game of Eternal is planning something big! 

This hasn’t happened before, not even in the past life. 

Suddenly, Ye Fei Li turned his head and looked at the grey Man Killer Fiend who was still on guard. 

“I can hear it, your heartbeat” 

Looking at it, he couldn’t help but licked his lips. 

Leaving a blood-colored afterimage, Ye Fei Li disappeared. 

A second later, he suddenly appeared in front of the grey Man Killer Fiend, both hands turned into 

skewers and pierced straight into its left knee. 

In a matter of seconds, they went through. 

A blurry, pounding, bloody something was pierced through and taken out. 

“So the heart is here! No wonder I couldn’t kill you, ahahaha!” Ye Fei Li laughed in a frenzy. 

Swinging his hand around, he chopped the thing into pieces. 

The grey Man Killer Fiend screeched in pain and rolled on the ground. 

It tried its best to stand up, but as time went on, it slowly became stiff and couldn’t move anymore. 

And then it stopped screaming entirely. 

A mist of blood emitted from its body and flew into Ye Fei Li’s body. 
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“Ohohoho, that feels so good” Ye Fei Li moaned. 

A bloody glow concentrated in front of him and started to form a paper-thin blood-red rectangle. 

Gu Qing Shan was really shocked now. 

“A scroll? A card? I can’t tell… but that’s really rare” he muttered. 

What exceptional talent. 

But very quickly, the rectangle couldn’t hold its shape and dispersed. 

Ye Fei Li suddenly opened his eyes, casually reporting: “I think I can hear them discussing something, the 

voices are very clear now” 

As if mimicking someone else, he slowly spoke: “Let Bloodbone Demoness infuse itself into the Eternal 

Pill with its origin form and seep into that world” 

“But for it to go through the world barrier now, the price is a bit steep…” 

“…this time, as long as we succeed, any price is acceptable…” 

After saying that, Ye Fei Li’s body suddenly shook. 

“Ah? I can’t hear anything now” he was confused. 

“Bloodbone Demoness” Gu Qing Shan was able to catch that key phrase. 

Bloodbone Demoness is a demonic chaotic breeder, it can eat any living being, turns them into a demon, 

then give birth to them again. 

This type of demon isn’t only exceptionally strong, its expertise is leeching off others and breeding. 

If he didn’t know about this, it would’ve been extremely hard to find it. 

Luckily, since it’ll use its origin form to seep into this world, its strength will also be reduced greatly. 

Looking at the grey Man Killer Fiend’s corpse on the ground, Gu Qing Shan then looked up at Ye Fei Li 

and asked: “How are you feeling?” 

“I think I just got a God’s Chosen Skill called [Harken]” Ye Fei Li thought for a bit before replying. 

“Specifically for listening to otherworldly voices?” 

“No, it seems I’ll be able to hear different things at different times, right now I’m not too sure yet” Ye Fei 

Li looked a bit confused. 

Gu Qing Shan didn’t ask further and said: “Then, your power probably increased quite a bit as well” 

“Right, although I haven’t broken through to the next stage, but I certainly got stronger” Ye Fei Li 

nodded and looked at the blood flame in his hand. 

The blood flame looked more solid, real, like it contained immense power. 

He swung his hand and threw the flame out. 

Boom! 



With a dull sound, the blood flame blew the grey Man Killer Fiend up, creating a pungent rain of blood 

and flesh. 

The smell literally filled the air. 

Anna covered herself with her flame, pinching her nose: “I know you got stronger, but you didn’t need 

to do such a cruel thing” 

Poor Gu Qing Shan hasn’t recovered enough spirit energy yet so he was unable to do anything about the 

rain of blood. 

He could only get close to Ye Fei Li, holding one of his wings up as an umbrella to cover himself from the 

rain of blood. 

Seeing that, Anna hurriedly released flames to burn away the blood. 

“If you do that again, I’m not going to go save you next time” Gu Qing Shan let go of Ye Fei Li and said 

very seriously. 

Ye Fei Li scratched his head, embarrassed: “Sorry about that, I wasn’t really paying attention” 

“What do we do next?” he asked. 

“We wait” Gu Qing Shan answered. 

“Wait?” Anna was surprised. 

“Right, we wait until this round of Game of Eternal is over” Gu Qing Shan looked a bit relieved, “so we 

finally reached this point” 

“I don’t get it” Anna didn’t understand. 

“During this round, he who is hasty shall finally reveal his weakness” 

“You mean; it’s already showing its weakness?” 

“Exactly, this shall be our decisive match” 

“Then do we go to the S.W. Divine Temple now?” Anna asked. 

“Hm, we’ll return now” Gu Qing Shan answered. 

Anna nodded, walked to the Blazing Fire and got its engine ready. 

Suddenly, Gu Qing Shan’s Holo-Brain lit up. 

Looking at the caller, he smiled and accepted the call. 

“Yes, Xue Er” 

Hearing the hurried and sincere tone on the other side, Gu Qing Shan was confused, but still replied: 

“Hm… ok… don’t worry, I won’t participate in the Game of Eternal” 

“Ok, ok, I promise, now, later or at any point in the future, I definitely won’t join that game” 

 


